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Abstract—This paper investigates the concept of share-driven
scheduling of networks using servers with real-time properties.
Share-driven scheduling provides fairness and bandwidth isolation between predictable as well as unpredictable streams of
messages on the network.
The need for this kind of scheduled real-time communication
network is high in applications that have requirements on flexibility, both during development for assigning communication
bandwidth to different applications, and during run-time to
facilitate dynamic addition and removal of system components.
We illustrate the share-driven scheduling concept by applying
it to the popular controller area network (CAN). We propose a
scheduling mechanism that we call simple server-scheduled CAN
( 3 -CAN), for which we also present an associated timing analysis. Additionally, we present a variant of 3 -CAN called periodic
server-scheduled CAN ( 2 -CAN), which for some network configurations gives lower worst-case response-times than 3 -CAN.
Also for this improvement, a timing analysis is presented. Moreover, we use simulation to evaluate the timing performance of both
2 -CAN, comparing them with other scheduling
3 -CAN and
mechanisms.
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Index Terms—Communication systems, controller area network
(CAN), protocols, real time systems, scheduling, server-based,
share-driven.

I. INTRODUCTION

I

N OPTIMIZING the design of a real-time communications
system, it is important to both guarantee the timeliness of
periodic messages and to minimize the interference from periodic traffic on the transmission of aperiodic messages, and viceversa. Therefore, we propose the usage of server-based scheduling techniques, which can handle streams of both periodic and
aperiodic traffic. We propose server techniques using the earliest
deadline first (EDF) scheduling strategy, since EDF allows optimal resource utilization. Examples of such server-based scheduling techniques are the total bandwidth server (TBS) [1], [2]
and the constant bandwidth server (CBS) [3].
In this paper, we present mechanisms for server-based scheduling of the controller area network (CAN) [4], [5], which
is one of the more commonly used fieldbuses, used extensively in the automotive industry as well as in several other
application domains that have real-time requirements. CAN is
implementing fixed-priority scheduling (FPS) using a bit-wise
arbitration mechanism in the medium access control (MAC)
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layer. This mechanism resolves collisions in a deterministic
way and is amenable to timing analysis [6]–[8].
Using server-based scheduling techniques for CAN, fairness
among users of the network is guaranteed (e.g., “misbehaving”
aperiodic processes cannot adversely interfere with well-behaved processes). In contrast with other proposals to schedule
CAN, aperiodic messages are not sent “in the background” of
periodic messages or in separate time-slots (e.g., [9]). Instead,
aperiodic and periodic messages are jointly scheduled using
servers. This substantially facilitates meeting response-time
requirements, both for aperiodic and periodic messages.
As a side effect of using servers, the CAN frame identifiers
(which are also used as priorities during the arbitration) will not
play a significant role in the frame response-time. This greatly
simplifies the assignment of frame identifiers (which is often
done in an ad-hoc fashion at an early stage in a project). This also
allows migration of legacy systems (where identifiers cannot
easily be changed) into our new framework. Also, many domain specific standards specify which identifiers to be used, further limiting the possibility to use the identifiers to tune network
timing behavior [10], [11].
Share-driven scheduling for CAN has been proposed in our
earlier work [12], [13]. This paper summarizes our earlier work,
fully describing our approach to share-driven scheduling of the
CAN bus. By providing the option of share-driven scheduling of
CAN, designers are given more freedom in designing an application. The main contributions of this paper can be summarized
as follows.
• We present simple server-scheduled CAN ( -CAN), a
scheduling mechanism to provide bandwidth isolation
between applications sending messages on a CAN bus.
-CAN),
• We present periodic server-scheduled CAN (
a modification of -CAN that, under some network configurations, gives lower worst-case response-times.
-CAN avoid unnecessary mes• Both -CAN and
sage passing and efficiently reclaim unused bandwidth;
hence, they have very low overhead.
• Messages are allowed to have arbitrary arrival patterns,
i.e., synchronous, sporadic, and asynchronous messages
are supported.
• We present a worst-case response-time analysis for both
-CAN and
-CAN, bounding the maximum delay
for a server to send a message.
• We compare the worst-case response-times of -CAN
and
-CAN with each other together with a periodic
polling scheduling mechanism (PP-CAN) and a leaky
bucket scheduling mechanism (LB-CAN). This comparison is done in a simulation evaluation.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, related work
is presented. In Section III, we present -CAN together with
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its timing analysis, and in Section IV we present the modi-CAN, together with its correfied scheduling mechanism
sponding timing analysis. In Section V the timing performance
of the two scheduling mechanisms are shown in a simulation
evaluation. Finally, in Section VI we conclude and present future work.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
In this section we give an introduction to CAN and present
previously proposed methods for scheduling CAN.
A. Controller Area Network (CAN)
The CAN [4], [5] is a broadcast bus designed to operate at
speeds of up to 1 Mbps. CAN is extensively used in automotive
systems, as well as in several other application domains. CAN
is a collision-avoidance broadcast bus, which uses deterministic collision avoidance to control access to the bus (so called
CSMA/CA). CAN transmits data in frames containing a header
and 0 to 8 bytes of data.
The CAN identifier is required to be unique, in the sense
that two simultaneously active frames originating from different
sources must have distinct identifiers. Besides identifying the
frame, the identifier serves two purposes: 1) assigning a priority
to the frame, and 2) enabling receivers to filter frames.
The basis for the access mechanism is the electrical characteristics of a CAN bus. During arbitration, competing stations
simultaneously put their identifiers, one bit at the time, on the
bus. Bit value “0” is the dominant value. Hence, if two or more
stations are transmitting bits at the same time, and if at least one
station transmits a “0”, then the value of the bus will be “0”.
By monitoring the resulting bus value, a station detects if there
is a competing higher priority frame (i.e., a frame with a numerically lower identifier) and stops transmission if this is the
case. Because identifiers are unique within the system, a station transmitting the last bit of the identifier without detecting
a higher priority frame must be transmitting the highest priority
active frame, and can start transmitting the body of the frame.
Thus, CAN behaves as a global priority based queue, since at
all nodes the message chosen during arbitration is always the
active message with the highest priority.
B. Scheduling on CAN
In the real-time scheduling research community there exist
several different types of scheduling. We can divide the classical
scheduling paradigms into the following three groups.
1) Priority-driven (e.g., FPS or EDF) [14].
2) Time-driven (table-driven) [15], [16].
3) Share-driven [17], [18].
1) Priority-Driven: For CAN, the most natural scheduling
method is fixed-priority scheduling (FPS) since it is the policy
used by the CAN protocol. Analysis, like the FPS response-time
tests to determine the schedulability of CAN message frames,
have been presented by Tindell et al. [6]–[8]. This analysis
is based on the standard FPS response-time analysis for CPU
scheduling presented by Audsley et al. [19].
Several methods for dynamic-priority type of scheduling
have been proposed for CAN. By manipulating the message
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identifier, and therefore changing the message priority dynamically, several approaches to mimic EDF type of scheduling
have been presented [20]–[22]. However, these solutions are
all based on manipulating the identifier of the CAN frame to
reflect the deadline of the frame and thus reducing the number
of possible identifiers to be used by the system designers.
This is not an attractive alternative, since it interferes with
other design activities, and is even sometimes in conflict with
adopted standards and recommendations [10], [11].
2) Time-Driven: Table-driven, or time-driven, scheduling
of CAN is provided by, e.g., TT-CAN [23] and FTT-CAN
[9], [24]. Flexible time-triggered CAN (FTT-CAN), presented
by Almeida et al., supports priority-driven scheduling in combination with time-driven scheduling. In FTT-CAN, time is
partitioned into elementary cycles (ECs) that are initiated by
a special message, the trigger message (TM). This message
contains the schedule for the synchronous traffic (time-triggered traffic) that shall be sent within this EC. The schedule is
calculated and sent by a specific node called the master node.
FTT-CAN supports both periodic and aperiodic traffic by dividing the EC in two parts. In the first part, the asynchronous
window, a (possibly empty) set of aperiodic messages are
sent using CANs native arbitration mechanism. In the second
part, the synchronous window, traffic is sent according to the
schedule delivered in the TM. More details of the EC layout
are provided in Fig. 1, that shows two ECs during which
both asynchronous messages (AMx) and synchronous messages (SMx) are being sent. In the figure, the schedule is
represented by a bit field, where a “1” in position means
that synchronous message is to be sent during the EC. The
asynchronous messages compete for bus access using CANs
native arbitration mechanism.
It has also been shown how to schedule periodic messages
according to EDF using the synchronous part of the EC [25].
This provides greater flexibility compared to [20]–[22], since
the scheduling is not based on manipulating the identifiers. Instead, there is a master node performing the scheduling of the
CAN bus.
3) Share-Driven: Share-driven scheduling of CAN has
been presented in our earlier work on server-based scheduling
of CAN, e.g., [12], [13]. In Sections III–V, we will describe
server-based scheduling of CAN in more detail. By providing
the option of share-driven scheduling of CAN, designers are
given more freedom in designing a distributed real-time system
where the nodes are interconnected with a CAN-bus.
III. SIMPLE SERVER-SCHEDULED CAN (

-CAN)

In order to provide guaranteed network bandwidth for both
synchronous and asynchronous real-time messages in CAN, we
propose the usage of server-based scheduling techniques. Using
servers, the whole network will be scheduled as a single resource, providing bandwidth isolation as well as fairness among
the users of the network. However, in order to make serverscheduling decisions, we must have information on when messages are arriving at the different nodes in the system, so that
we can assign them a deadline based on the server policy in use.
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Fig. 1. EC layout and TM data contents (FTT-CAN approach).

This information should not be based on message passing, since
this would further reduce the already low bandwidth offered by
CAN. Our method, presented below, will provide a solution to
this.
In this section, we will present our simple server-scheduled
CAN ( -CAN), together with its associated timing analysis.
A. Server Scheduling (N-Servers)
In real-time scheduling, a server is a conceptual entity that
controls the access to some shared resource. Sometimes multiple servers are associated with a single resource. For instance,
in this paper we will have multiple servers mediating access to
a single CAN bus. Each server has exclusive associated bandwidth in terms of capacity, , and period time, . Moreover,
servers have an associated deadline which is used for scheduling decisions. Also, the servers have a local queue, in which
its pending users are stored.
A server might have one or several users. In this paper, a user
is a stream of messages, e.g., the sending of messages by an application, and these users can be of either periodic, sporadic or
aperiodic nature. Since each server has exclusive right to a share
of the total system bandwidth, all users sharing a server will
share this portion of bandwidth. Depending on the type of queue
used at the server, e.g., FIFO or priority-based, different guarantees of timeliness can be offered. Suppose a priority-based
queue is used, then the users will experience a service similar to
the one of an exclusive network, essentially with the only difference in the lower bandwidth. Hence, the timely behavior will
be, compared to an exclusive CAN network, divided by C/T, i.e.,
the server’s share. However, since the network is nonpreemptive, special care needs to be made in order to take the effects
of blockings into consideration [9], [26]. Therefore a variant of
the FPS response-time analysis could be used to calculate the
timing properties.
In the scheduling literature many types of servers are described. Using fixed priority scheduling (FPS), for instance, the
sporadic server (SS), is presented by Sprunt et al. [27]. SS has
a fixed priority chosen according to the rate monotonic (RM)
policy. Using EDF, Spuri and Buttazzo [1], [28] extended SS
to dynamic sporadic server (DSS). Other EDF-based schedulers
are the constant bandwidth server (CBS) presented by Abeni [3],
and the total bandwidth server (TBS) by Spuri and Buttazzo [1],
[2]. Each server is characterized partly by its unique mechanism
for assigning deadlines, and partly by a set of variables used to

configure the server. Examples of such variables are bandwidth,
period, and capacity.
1) N-Server Characterization: Each node on the CAN bus
will be assigned one or more network servers (N-servers).
-CAN is using a simplified version of TBS [1], [2]. Each
N-server, , is characterized by its period , and is allowed
to send a single message every server period. The message
length is assumed to be of worst-case size, i.e., 8 bytes of data.
.
A server is also associated with a relative deadline
At any time, a server may also be associated with an absolute
deadline , denoting the next actual deadline for the server.
The server deadlines are used for scheduling purposes only,
and should not be confused with any deadline associated with
a particular message. (For instance, -CAN will under certain
circumstances miss the server deadline. As we will show, however, this does not necessarily make the system unschedulable.)
2) N-Server State: The state of an N-server is expressed
and whether the server is active or
by its absolute deadline
idle. The rules for updating the server state are as follows.
1) When an idle server receives message at time
it
becomes active and the server deadline is set so that
(1)
2) When an active server sends a message and still has
more messages to send, the server deadline is updated
according to
(2)
3) When an active server sends a message and has no more
messages to send, the server becomes idle.
B. Medium Access (M-Server)
The native medium access method in CAN is strictly prioritybased. Hence, it is not very useful for our purpose of scheduling
the network with servers. Instead we introduce a master server
(M-server) which is a piece of software executing on one of
the network nodes. Scheduling the CAN bus using a dedicated
“master” has been previously proposed [9], [24] although in this
paper the master’s responsibilities are a bit different. Here, the
M-server has two main responsibilities.
1) Keep track of the state of each N-server.
2) Allocate bandwidth to N-servers.
The first responsibility is handled by guessing whether or not
N-servers have messages to send. The initial guess is to assume
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EC layout and TM data contents (server approach).

that each N-server has a message to send (e.g., initially each
). Later we will see
N-server is assigned a deadline
how to handle erroneous guesses, i.e., when an N-server does
not have a message to send. This is done by monitoring the bus.
The N-servers’ complete state is contained within the
M-server. Hence, the code in the other nodes does not maintain
N-server states. The code in the nodes only has to keep track
of when bandwidth is allocated to them (as communicated by
the M-server).
The M-server divides time into ECs, similar to the FTT-CAN
to denote the
approach presented in Section II-B. We use
is the temporal resolution of the
nominal length of an EC.
resource scheduled by the servers, in the sense that N-servers
. When schedcan not have their periods shorter than
uling a new EC, the M-server will (using the EDF principle
based on the N-servers’ deadline) select the N-servers that
are allowed to send messages in the EC. Next, the M-server
sends a trigger message (TM). The TM contains information
on which N-servers are allowed to send one message during
the EC, i.e., the EC’s schedule. Upon reception of a TM, the
N-servers allowed to send a message will enqueue a message
in their CAN controllers. The messages of the EC will then be
sent using CAN’s native priority access protocol. Due to the
arbitration mechanism, we do not know when inside an EC
a specific message is sent. Hence, due to this uncertainty of
not knowing when a message is sent within an EC, the bound
on the delay of message transmissions will be proportional to
the size of the EC. Once the TM has been sent, the M-server
has to determine when the bus is idle again, so the start of a
new EC can be initiated. The M-server does this by sending
a stop message (STOP) with the lowest possible priority. A
small delay before sending STOP is required1. After sending
the STOP message to the CAN controller, the M-server reads
all messages sent on the bus, i.e., the M-server is monitoring
the bus. When it reads the STOP message it knows that all
N-servers that were scheduled to send messages in the EC have
sent their messages (if they had any messages to send). After
reading the STOP message the EC is over and the M-server has
to update the state of the N-servers scheduled during the EC,
before starting the next EC. Another way of determining when
the EC is finished would be that the CAN controller itself is
1We need to make sure that this message is not sent before the other nodes
have both processed the TM (in order to find out whether they are allowed to
send or not), and (if they are allowed to send) enqueued the corresponding message.

able to determine when the bus becomes idle. If this is possible,
there is no need for the STOP message. However, by using a
STOP message we are able to use standard CAN controllers.
Fig. 2 presents the layout of the EC when using servers. Note
that the servers that are allocated to transmit a message in the
EC are indicated by a “1” in the corresponding position of the
TM, and that the actual order of transmission is determined by
the message identifiers, and not by the server number. In the
first EC in Fig. 2 N-server “8” was allowed to send a message,
however, in this example the server did not have any message to
send.
1) Updating N-Server States: At this point, it is possible for
the M-server to verify whether or not its guess that N-servers had
messages to send was correct, and to update the N-servers’ state
accordingly. For each N-server that was allocated a message in
the EC we have two cases.
1) The N-server sent a message. In this case, the guess
was correct and the M-servers next guess is that the
N-server has more messages to send. Hence, it updates
the N-server’s state according to rule 2 in Section III-A2.
2) The N-server did not send a message. In this case, the
guess was incorrect and the N-server was idle. Since we
do not know if a N-server has any message to send, and
to be as responsive as possible, the new guess is that a
message now has arrived to the N-server and the N-server
state is set according to rule 1 in Section III-A2.
2) Reclaiming Unused Bandwidth: It is likely that not all
bandwidth allocated to the EC has been completely used. There
are three sources for unused bandwidth (slack).
1) An N-server that was allowed to send a message during
the EC did not have any message to send.
2) One or more messages that were sent was shorter than the
assumed worst-case length of a CAN message.
3) The bit-stuffing that took place was less than the worstcase scenario.
To not reclaim the unused bandwidth would make the
M-server’s guessing approach of always assuming that
N-servers have messages to send extremely inefficient. Hence,
for our method to be viable we need a mechanism to reclaim
this bandwidth.
In the case that the EC ends early (i.e., due to unused bandwidth) the M-server reclaims the unused bandwidth by reading
the STOP message and immediately initiating the next EC so no
bandwidth is lost.
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Fig. 3. Erroneous guesses increases the protocol overhead.

C. Timing Analysis
One property of -CAN is that the protocol overhead increases when the network utilization is low. When the network
is not fully utilized, the M-server will send more TM and STOP
message than it would during full network utilization. This is
illustrated in Fig. 3, where Fig. 3(a) shows a fully utilized network where all servers that were allowed to send a message did
so. Fig. 3(b) shows what happens if not all servers send messages, and here we see that more TM and STOP messages are
being sent. In fact, our proposed method will always consume
all bandwidth of the network, regardless of the number of server
messages actually existing.
This increase of protocol overhead when N-servers do not
send their allocated messages makes the behavior of our scheduling mechanism more complicated than the original TBS’ behavior. Moreover, the original TBS analysis is for preemptive
systems. Hence, we cannot reuse the worst-case analysis of TBS
to bound the worst-case message delay [1], [2].
As the scheduling mechanism used in this paper is based on
EDF, looking at an N-server , the server might have to wait for
other servers to be scheduled before it will be scheduled. Since
the scheduling is completely based on guessed server-deadlines,
might be the only server in the system having messages to
send, yet may have to wait for all other servers to be scheduled
due to their earlier deadlines. In order to derive an upper bound
on the worst possible delay can experience (setting time to
)
zero when a message arrives to and its deadline is set to
we classify the other N-servers in the system into two sets.
•
—all servers with periods shorter than ’s:

•

—all servers with periods equal to or longer than ’s:

If the number of servers in (denoted by
) is greater than,
or equal to, the number of messages fitting in one EC, may
potentially not be scheduled for the duration of its deadline. For
instance, if servers in have no messages to send, they can still
be scheduled for message transmission for each EC until their
.
deadline becomes greater than
For example, consider a system of three N-servers having
,
,
. Each N-server
server periods
is allowed to send one message each server period. Each EC
contains, for simplicity, only one N-server message, hence the
). After each
system is fully utilized (i.e., system load

Fig. 4. Erroneous guesses causes late scheduling for S -CAN.

EC, the M-server is updating the N-server deadlines accordingly. If no erroneous guesses are made and all N-servers have
messages to send, the actual schedule is depicted in Fig. 4(a).
However, looking at Fig. 4(b), suppose N-server 1 has no
message to send before time . Since its server deadline is earlier
compared to the other N-servers it will be scheduled for message transmission, hence blocking the other N-servers for message transmission. All erroneous guesses on N-server 1 causes
an increase of protocol overhead (i.e., the number of triggerand stop-messages (TM & STOP) increase). The result is a late
scheduling of N-server 3 as depicted in Fig. 4(b).
We conclude that may not be scheduled until the EC which
. Since, at this point each of the other N-servers
overlaps
(in sets and ) may have deadlines arbitrary close to (and
, may have to wait for each of the other servers to
before)
send one (1) message. During this interference period no server
will be scheduled twice, since the first time a server is scheduled
) its new deadline will be set to a time greater than
.
(after
Hence, the message from server may in the worst-case be the
-th message to be sent after
.
Hence, an upper bound on the response time for a single mesis
sage arriving at N-server ,
(3)
denotes the number of message in an EC assuming
where
the longest time an EC can
worst-case message size, and
take (including sending TM and STOP messages).
For example, consider the same set of N-servers as in Fig. 4.
The analytically worst-case scenario for N-server 3 is depicted
(i.e., N-server 1) and
(i.e.,
in Fig. 5, where
N-server 2). N-server 1 is totally blocking the network for
time units, and N-server 2 has a deadline slightly before
N-server 3. At time , all N-servers have messages to send
and the deadline of N-server 3 is the latest, hence N-server 3
has to wait for the other N-servers before being scheduled, as
expected by (3).
Note that the implication of this formula is a worst-case response time that is (essentially) dependent on the number of
N-servers in the system, and not the server deadline and periodicity. This is unfortunate, since the motivation for introducing
the servers was to provide isolation between message streams.
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Fig. 5. Analytical worst-case scenario for server 3.

It is also the case that the worst-case bound requires a highly
unlikely combination of server phasings and erroneous guesses
from the M-server.
IV. PERIODIC SERVER-SCHEDULED CAN (

Fig. 6.

Erroneous guesses for PS -CAN.

-CAN)

The previously presented scheduling mechanism, -CAN,
has a worst-case response-time for a message using an arbitrary N-server that has a large part which is independent of
’s deadline
. For many network configurations (e.g., configurations with many servers) this can give unreasonable worstcase response-times. In this section, we present a modification to
our scheduling mechanism, where the worst-case response-time
of server instead is mainly dependent on the server deadline
(which is equal to the server period ). The modification is
called periodic server-scheduled CAN (
-CAN).
-CAN
is based on a dynamic priority version of the polling server (PS)
[29].
In -CAN, the increased protocol overhead caused by any
erroneous guesses mostly penalize servers with long periods
(since servers with short periods will still receive good service
-CAN will ineven if they are causing erroneous guesses).
stead penalize the servers which causes erroneous guesses (i.e.,
the servers that do not send messages when they are allocated
bandwidth) by delaying them at one period (hence the name
-CAN).
A. New Rules
-CAN, the M-server will always treat a N-server that
In
has been allocated bandwidth as if the N-server actually did send
a message (regardless whether it did send any message). Hence
the rules of Section III-B2 will be changed to a single rule.
• Treat the N-server as if it sent a message. The next guess
is that the N-server has more messages to send. Hence,
it updates the N-server’s state according to rule 2 in
Section III-A2.
In order for an N-server not to cause more than one erroneous
guess during its period, the M-server will apply the following
rules when deciding the schedule for the EC starting at time .
1) Only servers that are within one period from their deadline will be eligible for scheduling. Formally, the following condition must hold for a server to be eligible
for scheduling:

2) Among the eligible N-servers, select N-servers in EDF
order to be scheduled during the EC.

3) To make the scheduling mechanism work-conserving,
when there are not enough eligible N-servers to fill an
EC, noneligible N-servers are also selected in EDF order
to be scheduled during the EC.
-CAN, conTo illustrate the scheduling mechanism of
sider the same set of N-servers as in Fig. 4. Now when there is a
erroneous guess, the N-server deadlines are updated according
to the new rules. The scheduling is depicted in Fig. 6.
B. Timing Analysis
In order to provide a worst-case response-time analysis for
-CAN, we will first establish the fact that our modified
scheduling mechanism will behave no worse than if fully
preemptive EDF task scheduling was used. Using that result we
then derive the worst-case response-time.
1) Lemma 1: If all N-servers that are allocated messages
do send messages, no erroneous guesses will be made and the
scheduling mechanism will emulate pure EDF (and all deadlines
will be met if the total load is less than 100%).
a) Proof: When all N-servers send their allocated messages they will behave like periodic processes and, according to
our rules, they will be scheduled in EDF. The following equation holds if the system load (including protocol overhead when
all servers send their allocated message) is less than 100% [13]:
(4)
where is an N-server in the system,
is the length of a message (typically worst-case which is 135 bits), is the network
speed in bits/s,
is the period of the N-server. TM and STOP
are the sizes of the TM and the STOP messages in bits, typically
represents the computational over135 and 55 bits, and
head of updating the N-server deadlines and encoding the next
TM after receiving the STOP message as well as the decoding
is the length of the EC.
of the TM in the slaves, and
2) Lemma 2: If an N-server that is allocated a message does
not send a message, no other N-server will miss its deadline
because of this.
b) Proof: When an N-server does not send a message it
has been allocated, the EC will be terminated early (as can also
happen if not all messages are of maximum length). However,
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since the N-server will not be scheduled again until its next period, it cannot cause more overhead (in terms of TM and STOP
messages being generated). And, since the current EC is terminated early, subsequent messages from other N-servers that are
to be scheduled in forthcoming ECs will be served earlier than
they would have been if the N-server did send its message (and,
hence, they cannot miss their deadlines).
3) Theorem: The worst-case response-time for N-server
is not greater than
.
c) Proof: Lemmas 1 and 2 tell us that N-server will be
scheduled at least once during its period . There is, however,
no restriction on when, during , the server is scheduled. In
the worst-case, the distance between two consecutive occasions
(if the first message
of scheduling of then becomes
and the second message is
is scheduled immediately in its
scheduled as late as possible in its ).
However, we only know that the second message will be
scheduled no later than the EC in which its deadline is, we do
not know the order of transmission within the ECs. Furthermore,
we do not know when during that EC the server deadline occurs. Hence, we must pessimistically assume that the message
is scheduled as the last message in the EC and that the deadline
is at the start of the EC. This will incur an extra maximum delay
for the message.
of

TABLE I
PROPERTIES OF THE SIMULATION

V. EVALUATION
-CAN and
-CAN, we have performed
To evaluate
a series of simulations. The simulation study consists of two
-CAN
parts. First, the timing performance of -CAN and
is shown in relation to their corresponding worst-case response-time analysis. Second, the timing performance of
-CAN and
-CAN are compared with each other together
with two other scheduling mechanisms [a periodic polling
scheduling mechanism (PP-CAN) and a leaky bucket scheduling mechanism (LB-CAN)].

Fig. 7. Response-times of S -CAN.

A. Timely Performance
A system consisting of 40 N-servers is simulated 1000 times
for 20 s. Each N-server has one periodic user allocated to it
). For each simulation, all users are
(with period
given a random initial phase , randomly selected using a rect. Moreover,
angular distribution with the value range
each message generated by any user has a unique randomly generated message identifier. Each user has been assigned one out
,
,
,
,
of five predefined periods (
,). All the properties of the simulations are shown
and
in Table I.
During the simulations, minimum, average, and maximum response times are measured. The results are shown in Figs. 7
and 8. For all users the messages have worst-case measured
response-times less than their corresponding theoretical worstcase.
B. Comparison With Other Scheduling Mechanisms
In order to compare the performance in terms of responsive-CAN, a periodic polling scheduling mechness, -CAN,
anism (PP-CAN), and a leaky bucket scheduling mechanism

Fig. 8.

Response-times of PS -CAN.

(LB-CAN) are compared with each other. Bandwidth isolation
is enforced by all four scheduling mechanisms. Variants of periodic polling are implemented by, e.g., FTT-CAN [9], [24] and
WorldFIP [30].
-CAN, but
PP-CAN works basically the same way as
with the slack reclaiming mechanism disabled. Hence, the duration of the ECs is fixed when using PP-CAN. PP-CAN performs
-CAN. However, since PP-CAN has
similar to -CAN and
no bandwidth reclaiming mechanism, its timing performance is
-CAN.
somewhat worse compared to -CAN and
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Fig. 9. Average measured response-times.

LB-CAN is a leaky bucket implementation on top of native
CAN. Each user has its own leaky bucket, limiting the number
of user messages to one message every user period. LB-CAN
gives fast average responsiveness since it constantly sends
messages using predefined periods without considering the
rest of the users trying to send messages. In the average case,
this scheduling mechanism gives small response-times, but in
the worst-case a user has to wait for a potentially long time
before its message is sent, due to the CAN message arbitration
mechanism.
Looking at Fig. 9 (the average measured response-times),
LB-CAN is the overall most responsive scheduling mechanism.
-CAN is always better than PP-CAN. -CAN is better than
-CAN and PP-CAN when the N-server periods are low.
both
Elsewhere, -CAN performs a bit worse in the average case
compared to
-CAN and PP-CAN.
However, looking at Fig. 10 (the maximum measured response-times), LB-CAN has poor performance not reflecting
the periodicity of the users (i.e., users with short period does
not have better performance compared to users with long
period). The best worst-case measured response-times are
given by -CAN. This because all N-servers are sharing the
-CAN
protocol overhead caused by erroneous guesses.
has somewhat worse performance compared to -CAN, since
an erroneous guess only penalizes its corresponding N-server.
However, due to the slack reclaiming mechanism, the perfor-CAN is better than PP-CAN, which has the worst
mance of
worst-case measured response-times in these simulations.
C.

-CAN or

-CAN?

If we compare just
-CAN with -CAN, the main difference is that with
-CAN, an N-server with a short period will
not have to wait for a time longer than twice its server period.
Using -CAN the maximum time an N-server could have to
wait for is determined by the number of N-servers in the system
together with the size of the EC. In that case, an N-server might
have to wait for a period longer than twice its server period.
-CAN claim to enforce bandwidth isoBoth -CAN and
lation among N-servers. This is true, since the only way for a
N-server to send a message is to be scheduled in a TM. This
scheduling is performed by the M-server based on the N-server
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Fig. 10.

Maximum measured response-times.

parameters. As long as the N-servers are not failing, the bandwidth isolation property among N-servers will be kept. However, no bandwidth isolation is provided among users sharing
the same N-server, as several users might share one N-server.
If the system consists of a large set of N-servers with short
-CAN is better, since the worst-case reserver periods,
sponse-time for these N-servers are limited based on their
periods rather than the total number of N-servers, whereas if
the system consists of a few N-servers with long server period,
-CAN gives lower worst-case response times.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented a server-based mechanism
for scheduling of the CAN. Our method is the first server-based
scheduling mechanism using dynamic priorities proposed for
CAN. We use EDF scheduling to achieve high utilization. Our
approach allows us to utilize the CAN bus in a more flexible way
compared to other scheduling approaches, such as native CAN
and FTT-CAN. Servers provide fairness among the streams of
messages as well as timely message delivery.
We have presented two scheduling mechanisms ( -CAN and
-CAN) for a centralized media access server (M-server) to
schedule a set of network servers (N-servers). Both scheduling
mechanisms provide fairness between different N-servers, and
we have presented worst-case message response-time formulae
for both scheduling mechanisms. The scheduling mechanisms
differ in how they handle N-servers that do not fully use their
allocated bandwidth. -CAN has a worst-case response-time
that is proportional to the number of N-servers in the system,
-CAN has a worst-case response-time that is prowhereas
portional to the N-server’s deadline and period.
The main strength of server-based scheduling for CAN, compared to other scheduling approaches, is that we can give good
service to streams of aperiodic messages. Aperiodic messages
on native CAN would make it (in the general case) impossible to
give any real-time guarantees for the periodic messages sharing
the bus. In FTT-CAN, the situation is better, since periodic messages can be scheduled according to EDF using the synchronous
window of FTT-CAN, isolated from the aperiodic messages
thus guaranteeing real-time demands. However, no fairness can
be guaranteed among the streams of aperiodic messages sharing
the asynchronous window of FTT-CAN.
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One penalty for using the server method is an increase of
CPU load in the master node (where the M-server is located),
since it needs to perform the extra work for scheduling. Also,
compared with FTT-CAN, we are sending one more message,
the STOP message, which is reducing the available bandwidth
for the system under heavy aperiodic load. However, the STOP
message is of the smallest possible size and should therefore
have minimal impact on the system. Also, if the CAN controller is able to detect when the bus is idle (and pass this information to the master node), we could skip the STOP message,
and the overhead caused by our protocol would decrease (since
this would make it possible to use our server-based scheduling
without STOP-messages).
Every scheduling policy has both good and bad properties. To
give the fastest response-times, native CAN is the best choice.
To cope with fairness and bandwidth isolation among aperiodic
message streams, the server-based approach is the best choice,
and, to have support for both periodic messages with low jitter
and aperiodic messages (although no fairness among aperiodic
messages), FTT-CAN is the choice.
Using server-based scheduling, we can schedule for unknown
aperiodic or sporadic messages by guessing that they are arriving, and if we make an erroneous guess, we are not wasting
much bandwidth. This since the STOP message, together with
the arbitration mechanism of CAN, allow us to detect when no
more messages are pending so that we can reclaim potential
slack in the system and start scheduling new messages without
wasting bandwidth.
A future direction is to investigate whether unused bandwidth
may be shared among servers. It would also be interesting to
examine how the number of allowed messages to be sent within
an EC, assigned to each server, can be varied in order to provide
for example better response-times for the aperiodic messages.
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